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1. The Need to Identify 
Nanomaterials

Nanotechnologies hold the promise to rev
olutionize our style of living and nanotech
nology products can be found in a vast and 
increasing number and broad range of con
sumer products from cosmetics to tires. 
Despite significant efforts to acquire know
ledge concerning the biological effects and 
environmental impact of nanomaterials 
(NM) and possible adverse effects there are 
still many open questions related to safety 
of these materials.[1] In principle, the intro
duction of new technology often creates 
new challenges for legislators, especially 
when its functionalities, commercially pro
moted as benefits, raise concerns in other 
fora about health and environmental risks. 
In such cases, new legislation or the adap
tation of the existing one may be necessary, 
in which case the legislators have to define 
what needs to be regulated.

Identifying nanomaterials (NMs) according to European Union legislation 
is challenging, as there is an enormous variety of materials, with different 
physico-chemical properties. The NanoDefiner Framework and its Decision 
Support Flow Scheme (DSFS) allow choosing the optimal method to measure 
the particle size distribution by matching the material properties and the 
performance of the particular measurement techniques. The DSFS leads to 
a reliable and economic decision whether a material is an NM or not based 
on scientific criteria and respecting regulatory requirements. The DSFS starts 
beyond regulatory requirements by identifying non-NMs by a proxy approach 
based on their volume-specific surface area. In a second step, it identifies 
NMs. The DSFS is tested on real-world materials and is implemented in 
an e-tool. The DSFS is compared with a decision flowchart of the European 
Commission’s (EC) Joint Research Centre (JRC), which rigorously follows the 
explicit criteria of the EC NM definition with the focus on identifying NMs, 
and non-NMs are identified by exclusion. The two approaches build on the 
same scientific basis and measurement methods, but start from opposite 
ends: the JRC Flowchart starts by identifying NMs, whereas the NanoDefiner 
Framework first identifies non-NMs.
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In 2008, the European Commission (EC) analyzed the Euro
pean Union (EU) legislation and how it addressed nanotech
nology and nanomaterials, resulting in a communication to 
the European Parliament on regulatory aspects of nanomate
rials.[2] The review concluded that although the EU regulatory 
framework in principle is applicable to nanomaterials it may 
need some amendments to fully cover all safety aspects of 
nanotechnologies.

In response to the conclusions of this first regulatory 
review, the European Parliament called upon the Commis
sion to establish a “comprehensive sciencebased definition of 
nanomaterials in Community legislation as part of nanospecific 
amendments to relevant horizontal and sectoral legislation,”[3] 
Hence, the EC adopted a recommendation on the definition of 
nanomaterial (EC NM Definition) for regulatory purposes in 
2011.[4] The EC NM Definition applies to particulate materials 
and is broadly applicable to all regulatory sectors in the EU. 
As it is a recommendation, it is not legally binding. Until now, 
it has been integrated, wholly or partly, into the text of several 
pieces of legislation addressing, e.g., biocides,[5] chemicals,[6,7] 
and medical devices,[8] whereas the regulations on cosmetic 
products[9] and novel foods[10] have different nanomaterial defi
nitions, which were introduced before the EC NM Definition 
was published.

The EC NM Definition is horizontal and is, in general, in 
line with other definitions worldwide, e.g., by the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO),[11] but it is more spe
cific and quantitative than other definitions. The quantitative 
aspect of the EC NM Definition enables its implementation 
in a regulatory framework. The EC NM Definition is based 
on the only feature that is common to all nanomaterials: their 
nanoscale external dimensions.[12] Identification of nanoma
terials through this criterion involves the measurement of 
the external particle dimensions from a few nanometers to 
well into the micrometer range. The EC NM Definition states 
that if 50% or more of the particles in a material have one or 
more of their external dimensions between 1 and 100 nm, the 
material is a nanomaterial. As additional criterion, the EC NM 
Definition states that “[…] A material should be considered as 
falling under the definition [of nanomaterial] […] where the 
specific surface area by volume of the material is greater than 
60 m2/cm3. However, a material which, based on its number 
size distribution, is a nanomaterial should be considered as 
complying with the definition [of nanomaterial] […] even if the 
material has a specific surface area lower than 60 m2/cm3.”[4] 
Hence, the EC NM Definition uses the specific surface area by 
volume (VSSA) as a proxy approach to the particle size distribu
tion criterion to identify nanomaterials, but does not use it to 
identify a material as not being a nanomaterial.

Whether a material is a nanomaterial or not a nanomate
rial (in the following also referred to as nonnanomaterial) 
has regulatory consequences. Some legislation has specific 
data requirements for nanomaterials, requires a specific safety 
assessment or notification to authorities. The regulation 
on Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction 
of Chemicals (EC) No 1907/2006 (REACH),[6] for example, 
requires separate registration and a specific risk assessment 
of substances in the nanoform.[7] Therefore, identification 
for regulatory purposes of a material as a nanomaterial or 

not a nanomaterial has major implications and the outcome 
of the identification exercise should therefore be accurate 
and robust, and accepted by all involved parties, i.e., regula
tors and industry. The identification should be economically 
viable and at the same time unambiguous as it serves to 
assure the safety of products placed on the EU market. The 
identification of nanomaterials should rely on methods that 
are readily available and fit for the purpose.[13] The successful 
implementation of the EC NM Definition therefore relies on 
appropriate analytical methods that can distinguish nanoma
terials from nonnanomaterials. However, the identification of 
nanomaterials is challenging, as there are tens of thousands 
of different materials with different particle shapes, chemical 
compositions, size polydispersity or agglomeration/aggrega
tion state, which have to be characterized.

Much effort has been invested in developing these analytical 
methods, but even when using stateoftheart methods, it is 
still challenging[14] to determine accurately particle number
based particle size distributions in the range 1–100  nm. All 
methods have their range of applicability that depend on their 
measurement principles but also on the physicochemical 
properties of the materials. Only few of the currently available 
methods directly yield the size distribution by particle number, 
as required by the EC NM Definition, and no single method is 
currently available that can establish for all materials whether 
they fulfil the EC NM Definition or not.[13,14] Particle size is 
a method or operationallydefined measurand as different 
methods measure different quantities, and thus the results 
obtained with one method cannot be directly compared with 
those obtained by another method.[14,15] In view of the multi
tude of possible nanomaterials and the availability of different 
methods for particle size analysis, a strategy for assessing par
ticulate materials against the EC NM Definition in a scientifi
cally rigorous and economically efficient manner is urgently 
needed.

In 2013, the project NanoDefine “Development of an inte
grated approach based on validated and standardized methods 
to support the implementation of the EC recommendation for 
a definition of nanomaterial,” funded through the EU’s 7th 
Framework Programme for research, was launched to tackle 
these challenges in a joint effort of regulators, metrology insti
tutes, industry and academia. NanoDefine explicitly supported 
the governance challenges associated with the implementa
tion of legislation concerning nanomaterials by addressing rel
evant issues such as the availability of suitable measurement 
techniques, reference materials and validated methods to find 
solutions that would be acceptable to all stakeholders (authori
ties, policy makers, and industry). The project developed an 
integrated and interdisciplinary approach to unambiguously 
identify nanomaterials and nonnanomaterials for regulatory 
purposes.

To support the implementation of the EC NM Definition, 
the NanoDefine consortium has developed a comprehensive 
decisionmaking framework to match the analytical challenges 
triggered by the EC NM Definition.[16] The NanoDefiner Frame
work follows a tiered approach, which allows reliably iden
tifying a material as a nanomaterial, and it includes robust  
criteria that help users classifying materials based on volume
specific surface area and/or median particle size. A significant 
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part of the Decision Support Flow Scheme (DSFS) is devoted to 
excluding materials as NM while the criteria and requirements 
laid down in the EC NM Definition follow a conceptually oppo
site approach. Being able to experimentally demonstrate that 
a material is not a nanomaterial is certainly important in view 
of nanorelated regulatory requirements, especially if those 
measurements can be performed in a time and costefficient 
manner.[6,17,18] The NanoDefiner Framework consists of a com
prehensive methodology and  measurement strategy that sup
ports practitioners in industry, regulatory bodies and enforce
ment laboratories in implementing the EC NM Definition.[16,19] 
The NanoDefine Methods Manual[16] describes the NanoDefiner 
Framework and its tools. It provides guidance on the prac
tical implementation of the EC NM Definition throughout the 
material characterization process, and on the characterization 
techniques employed including their working ranges and limi
tations. The NanoDefine Methods Manual assists the user in 
identifying the most appropriate measurement method(s) to 
assess any substance or mixture according to the EC NM Defi
nition of a nanomaterial. The Methods Manual also outlines 
how to assess a material against the criteria of the definition 
through proxy solutions, i.e., by applying measurement tech
niques that provide indirect identification.

In parallel, the EC’s Joint Research Centre has analyzed 
requirements, means and methods for fulfilling regulatory 
requirements to identify nanomaterials (e.g., refs. [12,14,20]), 
as well as relevant elements to consider for a revision of the 
EC NM Definition.[17,21,22] This is particularly important as the 
amended REACH annexes include explicit provisions for sub
stances in nanoform.[7] As REACH is the overarching legisla
tion for chemicals in general, its provisions have farreaching 
implications across the regulatory landscape in the EU and 
beyond. It was therefore appropriate to elaborate and provide 
points to consider in the assessment of particulate materials 
according to the EC NM Definition in order to identify nano
materials through measurements.[14] Large parts of these con
siderations are based on and derived from the results of the 
NanoDefine project. However, the decision criteria follow a 
more conservative regulatory approach with the emphasis on 
how to positively identify nanomaterials.

This article describes the comprehensive approach devel
oped within the NanoDefine project on how to identify nano
materials for regulatory purposes. It focuses on the core of 
the NanoDefiner Framework, which is a DSFS for accelerated 
and reliable identification of materials according to the EC NM 
Definition that guides the user through several steps with the 
objective to come to a regulatory relevant and transparent iden
tification of a material as a nanomaterial or nonnanomaterial. 
The latter identification is not required by legislation, but it is 
important for industry for deciding how the material should 
be registered, for controlling of existing and new applications 
and for health, safety and environment related issues. Further
more, when enforcement laboratories analyze substances and 
products placed on the market they need to be able to identify 
nonnanomaterials. Considering the number of substances and 
products which need to be assessed fast, economic and reliable 
identification of nonnanomaterials is essential. Finally, the 
article compares the more rigorous regulatory approach, identi
fying which materials are nanomaterials, suggested by the JRC 

as described in[14] with the broader NanoDefiner Framework, 
outlining the boundaries of the two approaches.

2. The Challenge

Under the EU chemicals legislation[6] the legislator expects that 
the registrant knows whether the material to be registered is a 
nanomaterial or not. Obtaining this knowledge is, however, not 
always a trivial issue; it can be a true challenge to determine 
correctly that a certain material is indeed a nanomaterial, but 
it may be even more demanding to decide that a material is a 
nonnanomaterial.

The defining assessment criterion for a nanomaterial 
according to the EC NM Definition, that external dimensions 
are in the nanoscale, implies determination of the median 
value of the numberbased distribution of the external dimen
sions of the particles. The particles to be measured are the con
stituent particles of the material, regardless of whether these 
particles are parts of aggregates or agglomerates, or appear 
separate from one another.[4] A detailed and unambiguous spec
ification of the quantity that is intended to be measured (the 
measurand) is required to reliably assess and compare particle 
size measurement results.[15] The specification includes several 
parameters such as the physical principle of the measurement  
technique, the sample preparation protocol and the data anal
ysis procedure. Furthermore, the measurand must allow a  
reliable classification of a material as a nanomaterial or non
nanomaterial according to the EC NM Definition. The meas
ured particle size results should always be reported together 
with the size range covered by the measurement; this size range 
must be sufficiently broad so that it allows reliable conclusions 
on the particle size distribution of the analyzed material.

Currently, no single method is available that can measure all 
materials and all relevant particle sizes.[20] Hence, a combina
tion of different complementary methods relying on different 
measurement principles and measurands should be ideally 
employed to investigate the material’s particle size distribu
tion. As already stated, size is an operationally defined meas
urand, and thus the measurements and applied methods need 
to be carefully considered. Ideally, the application of standard
ized methods is preferable. However, while some methods are 
standardized for specific materials, this is far from common for 
many other materials and methods. It is also recognized that 
sample preparation is fundamental,[23] as all particle size anal
ysis techniques require that samples are prepared in a specific 
and adequate way (e.g., by dispersion) before actual measure
ment. Hence, appropriate (standardized) sample preparation 
procedures, and in particular validated dispersion protocols, 
are essential in the process of performing unbiased particle 
size measurements. For these procedures to be acceptable, they 
must be effective, efficient, reproducible, robust, and they must 
not compromise the integrity of the constituent particle size 
distribution of the original material. While the issues of sample 
preparation is well recognized, there is still a lack of standard 
operation procedures (SOPs) for preparing nanomaterials for 
testing; the NanoDefine project proposed a number of SOPs 
(see part 3 of ref. [16]) for sample preparation, but there are 
still many issues to consider and more SOPs are needed. As 
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it currently does not seem to be possible to develop a SOP for 
each individual material, a way forward here may be to develop 
SOPs for groups of materials.

All these technical requirements needed for reliable assess
ment of particle size, and the lack of validated methodologies 
make the process of the identification of nanomaterials not only 
complex but possibly also very timeconsuming and expensive. 
Hence a systematic and structured approach that streamlines 
the identification of nanomaterials according to the EC NM 
Definition is urgently needed.

3. The NanoDefiner Framework: An Intelligent 
Strategy for the Identification of Nanomaterials 
and Non-Nanomaterials

The NanoDefine project developed a comprehensive approach 
on how to identify nanomaterials and nonnanomaterials for 
regulatory purposes, the NanoDefiner Framework, see Figure 1.

It builds on three pillars: i) a Methods Knowledge Base 
(MKB),[16] ii) a techniquedriven Materials Categorization 
Scheme (MCS),[24] and iii) the DSFS.[16] The Methods Knowl
edge Base, the Material Categorization Scheme, and the DSFS 
are also implemented in a newly developed software solution, 
the NanoDefiner etool,[25] which is available online.[26] All ele
ments of the framework are interlinked and fed by the results 
and knowledge acquired during the application of the other 
parts of the framework.

The MKB is a result of a detailed evaluation of the charac
terization methods,[16] which were selected as candidates for the  
reliable analysis of the numberbased particle size distribution  
of a material and to assess it against the criteria of the 
EC NM Definition. Only widely available, mature methods 
were included in the evaluation. Based on the measurement 
capabilities of each method, characterization methods for 
tier 1 (screening) and tier 2 (confirmatory) are recommended 
(see Table 1) for use within the NanoDefiner Framework; 
some methods can be used in general, whereas others are only 

applicable to specific materials. Details of the criteria applied to 
evaluate the methods’ applicability for the implementation of 
EC NM Definition can be found in refs. [13,16]. Additionally, the 
framework was tested on a training set of materials.[27]

The second pillar is an MCS for particulate materials, which 
is driven by the capabilities of commonly available characteriza
tion techniques for particle size measurement as evaluated in 
the MKB. The MCS thus categorizes a material according to the 
particle properties that are most important for the determina
tion of their size. The MKB shows that these are the chemical 
composition, number of small external dimensions and shape, 
expected size range, trade form and dispersibility, stability 
under test conditions and other properties. For example, the 
chemical composition of the particles strongly influences the 
choice of the appropriate characterization techniques as the 
detection sensitivity can be compositiondependent. Particle 
shape is another important categorization criterion as many 
characterization techniques assume that particles are spherical 
or yield an equivalent spherical size, which severely limits their 
applicability to particles with a nonspherical shape. Further, 
the expected size range can limit the choice of the techniques 
for obtaining an accurate result as techniques for particle size 
measurement have their own measurement range or are more 
sensitive to particles in a certain size range. Some materials 
may be incompatible with the conditions of certain measure
ment techniques, e.g., they may be sensitive to irradiation by 
electrons or may be stable only in a narrow temperature range. 
A detailed discussion of the selected properties is presented in 
refs. [16,24]. Categorization of a material according to the MCS 
can be linked to the performance profiles of characterization 
methods from the MKB. This way, for any particulate material 
the most appropriate method(s) can be identified to measure 
the particle size distribution with the objective to determine 
whether a material is a nanomaterial, by matching the capa
bilities of the methods from the MKB with the outcome of the 
categorization from applying the MCS to a specific material. 
Details on how to apply the MCS and the method performance 
tables from the MKB can be found in the NanoDefine Methods 
Manual.[16]

Figure 1. Sequential logical steps in the NanoDefiner Framework. Adapted with permission.[16]
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The third pillar of the Framework is the DSFS, which starts 
with a particulate material and applies the MCS,[24] after some 
basic classification. This then allows identifying the most suit
able (applicable) method(s) to characterize that particulate 
material (see part 2 of ref. [16]). Based on this, the analysis path 
(“path” and “route” is used interchangeably) can be chosen in 
the DSFS. Applying the DSFS then results in a decision on 
whether the material should be considered as a nanomaterial 
or nonnanomaterial.

Figure 1 shows the main steps in identifying nanomaterials 
by measurements.[16] A reliable classification result depends on 
carrying out each of these steps according to validated SOPs or 
using best practices.

When a particulate material is to be assessed for whether it 
falls under the EC NM Definition step 1 is to collect physico
chemical data of the material, and specifically those which 
are most important for the application of sizing methods, e.g. 
chemical nature, shape including the number of small external 
dimensions, expected size range, dispersibility, or stability 
under test conditions. A detailed discussion of the most rel
evant physicochemical properties for size determination can 
be found in refs. [16,24]. With these data, the MCS can then 
be applied. Step 2 then starts with acquiring knowledge of 
the measurement method(s), as it is important to understand 
which method(s) would be pertinent for each material.[14,16] 
This and the outcome of step 1 allow matching material with 
measurement method(s), i.e., to select the method(s) which 
is/are best suited to measure the particle size of a material with 
specific physicochemical properties.[24] Step 3—choosing the 
analysis path—is fundamental for the actual testing as it allows 
analyzing the material in the most appropriate, reliable and 
economically viable way.

A variety of methods is available for measuring and ana
lyzing particle size distributions, and they belong to the 
screening or confirmatory type. Screening methods are fast 
and relatively inexpensive and still allow to positively identi
fying a material as a nanomaterial, but they do not directly 
measure the numberbased distribution of the external par
ticle dimensions. Confirmatory methods are usually more 
resourceintensive, but they may provide a more reliable mate
rial classification allowing to resolve doubts (or disputes), and 
they are used when screening methods do not allow a reliable 
classification. The measurement techniques’ capabilities can 
limit their applicability for certain materials. Hence, a thor
ough knowledge of the measurement technique to be applied 

is indispensable to interpret the outcome of a measurement 
correctly and to understand whether a specific technique is fit 
for the purpose, to achieve a correct classification of a mate
rial as a nanomaterial or not according to the EC NM Defi
nition. Moreover, all particle size analysis techniques require 
that samples are adequately prepared before measurement. 
Hence, appropriate (standardized) sample preparation proce
dures, or the use of best practices, are essential in the process 
of performing unbiased particle size measurements. Such 
procedures and practices should be clearly reported along 
with the particle size results.

With the choice of the analysis path the user has entered 
step 4, the DSFS, which guides the users through the decision 
process to arrive at a final decision whether a material is a nano
material or not. At the end of the DSFS the user arrives at the 
final step 5, the decision whether the material to be assessed is 
a nanomaterial or not a nanomaterial.

In the following, we outline the main elements of the Nano
Define DSFS, which is described in detail in ref. [16] with exten
sive reasoning for the criteria used in every decision node. An 
overview of the full scheme is presented in Figure 2.

The DSFS has a tiered structure and allows the user to start 
with basic methods, moving to more sophisticated methods, 
as necessary and relevant, and to reach a decision on whether 
the material is a nanomaterial or not a nanomaterial when 
sufficient information is obtained and then exit the DSFS. 
The NanoDefiner Framework is based on the assumption 
that many particulate materials can be classified as nanoma
terials or nonnanomaterials by comparatively simple, robust 
and costefficient methods (tier 1) which are commonly used 
in many laboratories. Put simply, three conclusions can be 
reached based on tier 1 methods: i) the material is a nanomate
rial, ii) the material is not a nanomaterial, and iii) confirmatory  
methods are needed. In a regulatory context, conclusions  
(i) and (iii) would be accepted as such. For conclusion (ii), 
the regulatory acceptance would be a casebycase decision  
and would depend on factors such as the material assessed 
and the legislation under which the assessment takes place, 
as, e.g., a guidance[28] by the European Food Safety Authority 
refers to the NanoDefine approach but additionally requires 
that size is determined by two independent methods. Only in 
cases where the outcomes of screening methods (tier 1) are 
not sufficiently reliable, more sophisticated methods (tier 2) 
should be applied to unequivocally assess the particle size 
(or rather the size distribution) of the material in question. 

Table 1. Characterization methods for tier 1 (screening) and tier 2 (confirmatory).

Recommended by NanoDefine for general use (based on the 
results obtained on the NanoDefine Training Set materials[27])

Not applicable for general use, but potentially suitable for specific materials 
(based on the results obtained on the NanoDefine Training Set materials[27])

Tier 1 DLS
AC
BET

Spray-DEMA
Mini TEM

PTA
LD

SAXS

XRD
sp-ICP-MS

USSP

ALS
AF4-ICP-MS

AF4-LS

Tier 2 TEM
SEM

AFM

Abbreviations: AC, analytical centrifugation; AF4, asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation; AFM, atomic force microscopy; ALS, angular light scattering; BET, Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller method; DEMA, differential electrical mobility analysis (also spray-DEMA); DLS, dynamic light scattering; ICP-MS, inductively coupled plasma–mass spec-
trometry; LD, laser diffraction; LS, light scattering; PTA, particle tracking analysis; SAXS, small-angle X-ray scattering; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; sp-ICP-MS, 
single-particle ICP-MS; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; USSP, ultrasonic spectroscopy; XRD, X-ray diffraction.
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Tier 2 is particularly relevant, e.g., for mixtures of different 
types of nanoparticles or different shapes. This concept allows 
i) exploiting as far as possible costefficient methods that are 
currently available/used in stakeholders’ laboratories and ii) 
limiting the use of more workintensive methods and high
end instrumentation to the cases where tier 1 methods fail.

The DSFS is a multistep procedure in which scientifically 
justified criteria are applied at each decision node. This pro
vides guidance on the most reliable and fastest way to identify 
a material as a nanomaterial or nonnanomaterial according to 
the EC NM Definition. The first step of the DSFS consists of a 
basic classification whether the material is explicitly considered 
as a nanomaterial (fullerenes, graphene flakes, and singlewall 
carbon nanotubes with one or more external dimensions below 
1  nm) or automatically excluded from the EC NM Definition 
(e.g., nonparticulate materials such as proteins or micelles)[29]). 
Moreover, the EC NM Definition does not cover nanostructured 
materials. Such materials can therefore immediately be classi
fied as nonnanomaterials, and no further testing of them is 
needed.

The next step is to select the analysis route. There are three 
principal routes: two screening (tier 1) routes (the powder route 
and the dispersion route) and the direct application of confirm
atory methods (tier 2). In this step, crucial information on the 
sample to be analyzed is collected.

At this point, the MCS and the methodmaterial matching 
performance tables from the MKB[16] should be applied to i) 
identify the most appropriate method(s) for measuring the 
particle size distribution of the material and ii) enable the cor
rect choice of the analysis path of the DSFS. The NanoDefine 
Methods Manual provides detailed guidance on how to apply 
the MCS and methodmaterial matching tables.[16] This is auto
mated in the etool.

Tier 1 methods can either characterize a material in powder 
form or in dispersion. The form in which the material is avail
able is a key factor that affects the choice of the analysis path 
in the DSFS. If a material is already in dispersion, only the 
dispersion route, which is the right branch in Figure  2, can 
be chosen. The analysis of a powder obtained from a dried 
suspension is not reliable and thus not recommended.[16] A 

Figure 2. The NanoDefiner DSFS for material classification according to the EC NM Definition (main, box with black border and explanations outside 
in small boxes). Adapted with permission.[16] The green boxes outside of the DSFS include the criteria and cutoff values for the decision nodes. In the 
blue boxes outside the DSFS on the left side tier 1 and tier 2 methods are specified (white: methods recommended by NanoDefine for general use; 
dark blue: not applicable for general use, but potentially suitable for specific materials).
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material in powder form, which can be dispersed in a liquid, 
can be analyzed in two ways: as powder or in dispersion. 
The choice of the actual particle size measurement method 
is directly linked to the outcomes of the prioritization route, 
as some of the methods may simply not be suitable for cer
tain types or forms of nanomaterials. The choice of the route 
may depend on several other factors such as the availability of 
the mobilitybased methods or a specific regulatory purpose, 
as some methods may be obligatory for certain legislation. 
Tier 1 can, in principle, also be omitted in favor of immedi
ately applying a tier 2 confirmatory method (see Table  1). 
Tier 2 methods are considered more expensive, but they can be 
applied to most materials, even to those with complex particle 
shapes and/or structures.

The measurement techniques generally recommended 
by NanoDefine for the analysis of a dispersion in tier 1 are 
spraydifferential electrical mobility analysis (sprayDEMA), all 
analytical centrifugation (AC) techniques and dynamic light 
scattering (DLS). For specific materials other methods may also 
be suitable as screening methods (see Table 1).[16] The outcome 
of the screening performed with an appropriate tier 1 method 
should be interpreted by applying the following criteria.

i) If the numberbased particle size distribution of the material 
has an x50 (median particle diameter) smaller than or equal to 
100 nm based on acceptable characterization results, the ma
terial is considered a nanomaterial without the need for tier 2 
confirmation. The same conclusion can be drawn if the me
dian diameter of a volume, extinction, or intensityweighted 
particle size distribution is smaller than or equal to 100 nm 
because the median of such a size distribution as measured 
for example by AC, DLS, or asymmetrical flow field flow frac
tionation in combination with light scattering (AF4LS), is 
always larger than the median of its corresponding number
based size distribution. If the reliability of the characteriza
tion results is doubtful, a new analysis should be performed 
either with a different tier 1 method to check the plausibility 
of the results, or by applying a tier 2 method.

ii) If the material has an x50 larger than 100 nm or if the re
liability of the characterization results is doubtful, the 
plausibility of the results should be verified by either (a) 
“descriptive electron microscopy (EM) analysis” or (b) the 
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller method (BET). “Descriptive or 
qualitative EM analysis” allows determining whether the 
general particle shape of the sample is compact (i.e., ap
proximately spherical or equiaxial) and whether the particle 
size is in reasonable agreement with the results of the tier 1 
method. Strong disagreement regarding the particle size be
tween tier 1 and descriptive EM could indicate aggregation, 
which makes it necessary to move to tier 2. BET can be ap
plied to verify the outcome of the tier 1 screening if the trade 
form of the material is a dry powder. Details on plausibility 
testing can be found in.[16]

If the particle shape is not compact, tier 2 confirmatory 
methods should be applied. If the particle shape is i) compact 
and ii) the material is sufficiently dispersed and not aggre
gated or agglomerated (i.e., the particle size results obtained 
from tier 1 method and descriptive EM match reasonably 
well) and iii) the x50 is larger than 250  nm, the material can 

be considered with reasonable reliability as nonnanomaterial. 
If the x50 is larger than 100  nm and below 250  nm the mate
rial is considered a borderline case and tier 2 analysis should 
be applied. The threshold of 250 nm is suggested for both the 
powder and dispersion paths based on findings made in Nano
Define that most of the materials for which tier 1 methods gives 
an x50 above 250 nm (after checks for plausibility, aggregation 
and particle shape) are not nanomaterials according to the EC 
NM definition.[4]

The lefthand side of Figure 2 represents the powder route, 
which is mainly based on the wellestablished BET method to 
be used in combination with the skeletal density for determi
nation of the VSSA of a material. According to the EC NM 
Definition, VSSA may be used as alternative metric for nano
material identification in addition to the numberbased size 
distribution if a specific piece of legislation allows it. How
ever, the EC NM Definition does not provide for VSSA to 
show that a material is not a nanomaterial and the particle 
size distribution remains the only means to do that. On the 
other hand, the possibility to classify a material as a nanoma
terial or nonnanomaterial by determining the VSSA, together 
with the conditions of applicability to use VSSA as classifica
tion criteria, is discussed in detail in refs. [18,30]. An overview 
of determining VSSA with BET is given in ref. [31].

In principle, there is a relation between the particle size 
distribution and the VSSA. According to the findings of Nano
Define, VSSA can be used under specific conditions as a proxy 
to identify nanomaterials, and also materials that are not nano
materials in agreement with the numberbased criterion of the 
EC NM Definition. VSSA may be used as a classification crite
rion if the size distribution is monomodal, the particle shape 
can be approximated as spheres, rods or platelets and if there 
is no mixture of particle shapes and no severe aggregation of 
the particles. Otherwise, the user has to move to tier 2 and 
perform an EMbased analysis. The lefthand side of Figure  2 
represents the detailed decision tree for classification as nano
material or nonnanomaterial when applying BET. The decision 
tree is divided into three main blocks with increasing levels 
of complexity for the classification process: i) screening: this 
allows classifying a material as nonnanomaterial if the VSSA is 
very low, ii) further decision making by taking into account the 
particle shape, and iii) verification of borderline cases leading 
to the conclusion that the material is a nanomaterial or to the 
application of tier 2 methods for a final decision. The detailed 
description of the criteria applied in the decision flow scheme 
can be found in the NanoDefine Methods Manual.[16]

The DSFS was tested within the NanoDefine project in ten 
case studies that involved materials of various compositions 
(organic/inorganic/carbonaceous), different particle sizes 
(nanomaterial/borderline material/nonnanomaterial) and dif
ferent shapes (particles/fibers/platelets). A further element of 
variation was that evaluators with different background (aca
demia/industry/regulator) were employed.[27] Case studies 
explored both tier 1 (powder route) and tier 1 (suspension 
route), and benchmarked the results against a tier 2 method 
(scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission elec
tron microscopy (TEM)). Most cases were found to be gener
ally consistent, and only for two materials did the results not 
lead to a conclusive assessment due to the lack of reliability of 
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preexisting data. In all cases, the results from manual assess
ment and by the etool assessment were consistent.

Detailed results can be found in ref. [27] and examples of 
the usage of the framework are presented in the next section. 
These case studies cover the entire DSFS and show how it 
can be applied in practice. One should, however, be clear on 
the limits of the DSFS: it can be only as good as the meas
urement methods and results which it makes use of, and it 
should be linked to expert knowledge. Such knowledge is val
uable at every step in the DSFS, and in particular to assess 
and double check whether the available data are suitable and 
robust enough to allow a reliable decision. When using his
torical data, often generated for different purposes, for the 
assessment of whether a material is a nanomaterial or non
nanomaterial, it must be rigorously assessed whether the 
data are fit for the purpose. If in doubt, new data should be 
generated according to guidance provided in the NanoDefine 
Methods Manual.[16] There may be cases when even the best 
available methods are unable to resolve the particle size dis
tribution, e.g., when the particles have very irregular shapes 
and/or when they are aggregated or entangled in a complex 
way. If this is the case, an assessment of such materials 
against the EC NM Definition may require a special (caseby
case) approach adapted to the specific situation rather than 
following the predefined scheme.

4. Examples for the Application of the 
NanoDefiner Framework
Within the NanoDefine project, case studies were performed 
to test the DSFS, the MCS,[24] and the etool.[25] Details can be 
found in a NanoDefine Technical Report.[27] Here, we present 
a summary of three case studies that illustrate the application 
of the NanoDefiner Framework. The selected materials have a 
complex morphology and thus their classification as nanoma
terial or nonnanomaterial according to the EC NM Definition 
challenges the NanoDefiner Framework. The materials in the 
case studies differ in chemical composition, size polydisper
sity, shape and size, and the case study results demonstrate the 
consistency of the framework. All measured data are publicly 
available.[32]

4.1. Calcium Carbonate CaCO3 (IRMM-384)

A fine powder of calcium carbonate CaCO3 (IRMM384) was 
tested. According to the MCS,[24] using information on the type 
of the material (inorganic, dry powder) and the shape of the 
particles (rod/cigarlike[18]), the following methods are recom
mended for reliable analysis:

1) Tier 1: BET (if the shape is homogenous and the particle size 
distribution of the sample is monomodal).

2) Tier 2: TEM, SEM, and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

BET analysis was chosen as method for the powder route 
(example A).

Additionally, and to further test the NanoDefiner Framework, 
also the AC cuvette relying on refractive index (ACcuvRI) tier 

1 method was applied to analyze the particle size distribution of 
the same material in dispersion state (example B). As no tier 1 
method based on particle mobility can reliably determine the 
size of elongated particles this method was not recommended 
by the MCS.

As shown below, the DSFS resulted in the same final clas
sification in both cases that the material is not a nanomaterial.

Example A: Dry Powder Route

Data used for the decision:

i) Specific surface area (SSA) and considerations from ref. [18]:
 VSSA = 15 m2/cm3 and thus d(VSSA) = 267 nm.
ii) TransmissionSEM (TSEM) micrograph (see Figure 3; meas

urement by CodaCerva): shape (by TSEM) = rod/cigarlike.

Figure  4 gives a graphical representation of the decision 
path. Based on the SSA measured by BET, the VSSA was cal
culated to be 15 m2/cm3 and as this is lower than the VSSA 
criterion of 16 m2/cm3 established for elongated particles the 
material can be classified as nonnanomaterial.

Example B: Dispersion Route

Data used for the decision:
i) ACcuvRI dispersion data:[33] x50 = 232 nm (conversion from 

mass to particle number metrics).
ii) TSEM micrograph (shown in example A): shape (by TSEM) =  

rod/cigarlike.
iii) Quantitative SEM image analysis:[18] x50 Feret(min) = 157 nm.

The graphical representation of the decision path is pre
sented in Figure  5. Based on the ACcuvRI measurements 
the x50 was determined to be 232  nm (conversion from mass 
to particle number metrics was used) and is between the 100 
and 250 nm thresholds in the DSFS. Hence, it was necessary 

Figure 3. TSEM micrograph of CaCO3 (IRMM-384).
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to apply a tier 2 method. Here quantitative SEM analysis yields 
an x50 of 157 nm, based on the Feret(min) diameter. Thus, the 
material can be classified as nonnanomaterial which is the 
same classification as in the dry powder route.

It is worthwhile noting that if the x50 as determined by 
ACcuvRI would exceed the upper threshold of 250  nm the 
DSFS would require a plausibility check by descriptive EM 
(including particle shape determination). This would further 
lead to the application of a recommended tier 2 method. 
Alternatively, the user could proceed with BET analysis; 
in either case the result would be a correct classification as 
nonnanomaterial.

4.2. Kaolin (IRMM-385)

Kaolin is a natural aluminosilicate (dry powder) with platelet
like morphology. Based on this information (inorganic mate
rial, platelets) and applying the MCS, all tier 1 mobilitybased 
methods were excluded, as they will overestimate the relevant 
particle dimension, in this case the thickness of the platelets. 
Tier 2 electron microscopy methods were excluded as well 
as they have poor access to the platelet thickness. This leaves 
only BET and AFM as suitable methods for particle size 
determination.

As the project partner performing the case studies did not 
have access to AFM analysis, only the dry powder route based 
on BET was tested.

Data used for the decision:

i) SSA measured by BET (following ISO 9277:2010) resulting in 
a VSSA of 42 m2/cm3.
This corresponds to a platelet thickness of 48 nm.

ii) SEM micrograph, shape: platelets (Figure 6).

The graphical representation of the decision path is pre
sented in Figure 7.

Based on the SSA measured by BET, the VSSA was calcu
lated to be 42 m2/cm3. The determination of shape and homo
geneity of the sample by EM led to the conclusions that the 
particles have platelet like shape and that the sample is homo
genous. The VSSA value exceeds the cutoff value of the VSSA 
criterion of 40 m2/cm3 established for flat particles, and the 
material can clearly be classified as a nanomaterial.

For the purpose of the case study and to check the consist
ency of the NanoDefiner Framework, a quantitative analysis of 
SEM micrographs was also performed, going beyond the rec
ommended analysis. The measurements were carried out on 
a Zeiss Supra 40 (5  kV/10  kV/20  kV) with an inLens detector 
and the powder sample was blown in dry form on an Al grid in 
order not to orientate the platelets preferentially parallel to the 

Figure 4. CaCO3 classification path based on BET analysis.

Figure 5. CaCO3 (IRMM-384) classification path based on the AC-cuv-RI 
and SEM analysis.
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substrate. The analysis resulted in a Feret(min) x50 of 37  nm 
allowing to identify Kaolin (IRMM385) as a nanomaterial in 
accordance with the decision based on VSSA.

4.3. Zinc Oxide ZnO (NM-113)

Zinc oxide ZnO (hygroscopic, white fluffy powder) from the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) Working Party on Manufactured Nanomaterials 
sponsorship programme was tested. This case study aimed at 
exploring the possibility to use historical data from previous 
projects to classify materials as a nanomaterials or nonnano
material, thus no additional laboratory analysis was performed. 
All data used in this case study are available in ref. [34].

The MCS analysis concluded that it is possible to use all 
tier 1 methods and tier 2 methods. For this case study, it was 
decided to follow the dry powder route.

Data used for the decision:

i) SSA measured by BET 6.2 m2/g resulting in VSSA of  
34 m2/cm3

ii) Shape determination from SEM image (see Figure 8), indi
cating high agglomeration of particles and heterogeneity of 
the material

iii) Semiautomatic quantitative TEM analysis (26 parameters, 
109 particles analyzed), in which the primary particles 
appeared polyhedral and with different size distributions. 
Qualitatively, two main morphological types appear distin
guishable:
a) Particles with aspect ratio near to 1 (typically in the 

80–100 nm range).
b) Particles with aspect ratio > 2 (typically in the 180–200 nm 

range).
 During the image analysis the constituent particles were 

not isolated from the agglomerates/aggregates and eventu
ally all objects were considered for final particle count (see 
images in Figure 9). This type of historical data analysis was 
not in line with NanoDefine recommendation as it does not 
allow to determine the constituent particle size distri bution 
in number as requested by the EC NM Definition.

The graphical representation of the decision path is pre
sented in Figure 10.

Based on the SSA measured by BET, the VSSA was calculated 
to be 34 m2/cm3. The determination of shape and homoge
neity of the sample by EM revealed size multimodality of the 
sample and presence of particles with different shapes. In order 
to test the dry powder route on the material with these charac
teristics, the information on heterogeneity of the sample was 
ignored. For samples containing particles of mixed or irregular 

Figure 7. Kaolin (IRMM-385) categorization path based on the powder 
route (BET).

Figure 8. SEM micrograph of ZnO (NM-113).

Figure 6. SEM micrograph of Kaolin (IRMM-385).
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shapes the NanoDefiner Framework proposes to apply the 
most conservative (i.e., most sensitive to classification as nano
material) cutoff values which are those of platelets. The VSSA 
value exceeds the cutoff value of the first VSSA threshold of 
8 m2/cm3 and hence this material cannot be classified as non
nanomaterial. The VSSA value exceeds the second threshold 
of 20 m2/cm3, which would lead to the classification of this 
material as nanomaterial. This classification was not accepted 
due to the known size multimodality of the sample, resulting 
in the need of using a confirmatory tier 2 method. However, 
the quantitative analysis of TEM images had not been per
formed according to the protocols established in the NanoDe
finer Framework, as the TEM analysis predates the framework. 
Instead, it was done in a way that excludes its use for reaching 
a decision whether the material is a nanomaterial or not.

These results show that the reliable reuse of historical data 
generated for other purposes than nanomaterial classification 
may be very limited and needs to be done with caution. It has 
also to be underlined that the application of the most conserva
tive cutoff value of 20 m2/cm3 (assuming that the constituent 
particles are platelets) may lead to a falsepositive identification 
of a material as nanomaterial.[18]

The results of all case studies confirm that the NanoDe
finer Framework and its tools are tested best practice pro
cedures that allow industrial and regulatory stakeholders to 
identify in a most reliable and costefficient way any material 
as nanomaterial or nonnanomaterial according to the EC 
NM Definition.

5. Identification of Nanomaterials through 
Measurements: Suggestions from the JRC
To support the implementation of the EC NM Definition[4] 
which is being integrated into EU legislation, the JRC devel
oped and published a document[14] that describes how to iden
tify nanomaterials through measurements. Partly based on 
findings of NanoDefine,[16] it is also a followup of previous 
JRC Reports about the EC NM Definition,[12,17,21,22,35] and it 
discusses options and points to consider when assessing 
whether a particulate material is a nanomaterial according to 
the EC NM Definition. Ref. [14] also recognizes the same chal
lenges as outlined in Section  2 of this paper and describes 
steps to take toward identification of nanomaterials. Steps 
1–3 for identifying nanomaterials by measurements are 

Figure 9. Left panel: TEM micrograph of ZnO (NM-113); right panel: 
same micrograph as in the left panel, objects marked in color are counted 
as single particles.

Figure 10. ZnO NM-113 classification path based on the BET and TEM analyses.
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the same as in the NanoDefiner Framework (see descrip
tion in Section 3 and Figure  1). The differences are in steps 
4 and 5. The JRC Flowchart, presented in Figure  11, strictly 
follows the EC NM Definition and the final decision is 

based only on the criteria explicitly included in the EC NM  
Definition.

Both the DSFS and the JRC Flowchart first identify mate
rials that, according to the EC NM Definition, explicitly are 

Figure 11. JRC Flowchart for material classification strictly following the EC NM definition. The gray shaded boxes with dashed lines represent empirical 
and theoretical criteria for classifying materials that are likely not nanomaterials. Adapted with permission.[14]
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considered as nanomaterials (e.g., graphene and carbon nano
tubes) or are not nanomaterials (e.g., proteins and nanostruc
tured materials). They continue with the choice of the best 
route for analysis, with three options: two screening routes, the 
powder route and dispersion route, or to apply confirmatory 
methods directly.

The powder route in the JRC Flowchart implements the 
explicit criterion from the EC NM Definition that if the VSSA 
(where the surface of any pores should be subtracted) is 
greater than 60 m2/cm3, the material is considered as a nano
material. In case of doubt, this can be checked also with con
firmatory methods. Materials with a VSSA lower than or equal 
to 60 m2/cm3 may still be unambiguously identified as nano
materials, provided they consist of platelets or rodshaped par
ticles and the shape of the particles is homogeneous. In such 
cases the material is a nanomaterial if the VSSA is greater than  
20 m2/cm3 (for platelets) or 40 m2/cm3 (for rods).[18]

In principle, for all other materials the next step would be 
the application of confirmatory methods. However, the left gray 
shaded area in Figure  11 indicates one more screening possi
bility, which identifies materials that most likely are not nano
materials; materials with a monomodal size distribution and 
a VSSA of less than 6 m2/cm3 (spheres and cubes), 4 m2/cm3 
(rods), and 2 m2/cm3 (platelets).

For comparison, the powder route in the NanoDefiner DSFS 
(Figure  2) starts by identifying materials with a VSSA lower 
than 6 m2/cm3, which are most likely not nanomaterials. For 
materials with a VSSA greater than 6 m2/cm3 more screening 
steps based on homogeneity and particle shape identify further 
materials that most likely are not nanomaterials, until nanoma
terials or cases that need confirmatory methods remain.

In the dispersion route, the material to be measured is pre
sent in liquid dispersion, and the route includes particle size 
analysis methods that cannot distinguish between individual 
constituent particles, agglomerates, and aggregates. The 
methods do not yield a numberbased particle size distribution 
as primary outcome of the measurement but require a math
ematical conversion, e.g., when the primary outcome is a scat
tered light intensity based distribution.

The JRC Flowchart checks the particle size against the limit 
of 100 nm and a positive identification as nanomaterial is pos
sible if the median (x50) of the size distribution is lower than 
100 nm. In principle, the next step for all other materials is the 
application of confirmatory methods. However, the gray shaded 
box at the right part of the flowchart suggests that if the x50 
value is greater than 250 nm and where the material’s particle 
shape, degree of polydispersity and agglomeration/aggregation 
state have been confirmed by descriptive EM, the material is 
most likely not a nanomaterial.

Also, the NanoDefine DSFS starts by checking against the 
limit of 100 nm in a step that identifies materials that are nano
materials. The next step in the DSFS is to identify materials 
that most likely are not nanomaterials. These are materials with 
an x50 greater than 250 nm, and, depending on particle shape, 
polydispersity and agglomeration/aggregation state, verified by, 
e.g., EM, may not be nanomaterials.

Within the JRC Flowchart, results for numberbased size 
distribution generally take precedence over an assessment 
based on VSSA. However, if certain requirements are fulfilled, 

the VSSA can, as illustrated, serve as a proxy to identify nano
materials, which can facilitate the classification of a material 
according to the EC NM Definition.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Currently, the EU is the only geographical area in the world 
with a legal definition of the term nanomaterial. The EU thus 
probably is most advanced with regard to legislation specifi
cally addressing NMs, but also outside the EU nanomaterials 
are debated in a regulatory context.[36–39] The identification of 
nanomaterials is based on measurements, and the confidence in 
measurement results is increased by implementing a reference 
measurement system, which ensures that reliable results can be 
obtained. Typically, such a system is based on documented and 
validated methods and reference materials, which will provide 
confidence in the results and the final assessment. Documentary 
standards, validated methods, and reference materials are already 
available for some nanomaterials, but, in general, this area needs 
to be further developed and much work is ongoing, e.g., in 
OECD and in ISO, and more can be expected in the future.

When reference measurement systems are not available, 
best practices should be applied, such as those developed and 
tested by NanoDefine and collected in the NanoDefine Methods 
Manual.[16] The NanoDefiner Framework (see Figure  1) was 
developed to help especially industry (but all stakeholders can 
apply it) to identify nanomaterials according to the EC NM Def
inition. Its starting point is to identify materials that the EC NM 
Definition specifies to be either nanomaterials or nonnano
materials. Then the powder route screens for materials that in 
all likelihood are not nanomaterials. Continuing in tier 1, the 
DSFS powder route then identifies evident nanomaterials, or in 
case of ambiguous results, proceeds to tier 2 methods. In the 
dispersion route evident nanomaterials are first identified, then 
the remaining materials are sorted into two groups, one that 
should be tested with tier 2 methods under all circumstances 
as the measured size distribution is ambiguous, and one with 
results that should be confirmed with another tier 1 method; the 
materials in the latter group are most likely not nanomaterials.

The NanoDefiner Framework builds on three interlinked 
components: i) a Methods Knowledge Base, ii) a technique
driven Materials Categorization Scheme, and iii) the Decision 
Support Flow Scheme. The MKB is a result of a comprehen
sive evaluation of widely available and wellestablished char
acterization methods,[16] selected as candidates for the reliable 
analysis of the numberbased size distribution of a particulate 
material. The MKB provides an evaluation of the working range 
of each of the methods, as well as an overview of their limits 
and strengths. This information is extremely relevant both for 
matching a material with the most suitable method for its anal
ysis, and for developing efficient decision procedures that allow 
industrial and regulatory stakeholders to identify both nanoma
terials and nonnanomaterials. The techniquedriven MCS for 
particulate materials takes into account material characteristics, 
e.g., the type of material (monotype/multiple types of particles, 
or article/formulation), chemical composition, number of small 
external dimensions and shape, expected size range, trade form 
and dispersibility, stability under testing conditions and other 
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specific properties. The material categorization is linked to the 
performance profiles of commonly used particle sizing tech
niques, and this considerably facilitates the selection of appro
priate particlesizing techniques. The third component, namely 
the DSFS, guides the user to a decision on whether the material 
is a nanomaterial or not based on clear and scientifically under
pinned decision criteria. This paper presents the summary of 
three examples of applying the DSFS to materials.

The NanoDefine DSFS and the JRC Flowchart are two 
approaches to classifying materials as nanomaterial or non
nanomaterial. Both schemes, which take into account the 
nonspherical shape of most realworld materials, rely on the 
evaluation of the performance of measurement techniques, 
application of the same techniquebased material categorization 
scheme and a decision flow scheme with a tiered approach. 
There are, however, important differences in scope and purpose 
between the flowcharts.

One of the main objectives in the development of the 
NanoDefine approach was to provide guidance for identi
fication of both nonnanomaterials and nanomaterials; the 
strict regulatory needs are to identify nanomaterials (which 
is described in the JRC Flowchart), whereas the identification 
of nonnanomaterials goes beyond. This was requested by 
many stakeholders,[17,21,22] even though the EC NM Definition 
provides explicit criteria only for the positive identification of 
nanomaterials. The NanoDefine approach applies by default 
the information obtained from measurements of particle size 
distributions and VSSA for extended conclusions on whether 
a material is a nanomaterial or not. Those conclusions are 
backed by experimental findings from testing a diversity of 
particulate materials with a variety of methods leading to 
a decision on whether they fulfil the EC NM Definition. As 
a result, the NanoDefine DSFS suggest certain empirical  
decision criteria to exit the scheme with a reasonably reli
able classification (nanomaterial/nonnanomaterial) as early 
as possible (i.e., economically) without the need to apply 
confirmatory techniques, which often demand considerable 
resources. The criteria for these early decisions are not explic
itly included in the EC NM Definition, even though there is 
evidence for their validity in practice.

The JRC Flowchart approach was developed strictly within 
the provisions of the EC NM Definition[14] and uses only cri
teria which are explicitly included or rigorously derived from 
the basic criteria (the 20 and 40 m2/cm3 cutoff values for VSSA 
for specific particle shapes). The JRC Flowchart also acknowl
edges that since the publication of the EC NM Definition in 
2011 further considerations on some parameters, e.g., particle 
shape and porosity,[22,29] led to more detailed criteria for iden
tification of nanomaterials via the powder route. Furthermore, 
even though the JRC Flowchart acknowledges and mentions 
possible empirical criteria for the identification of nonnanoma
terials, it always recommends confirmatory methods for clear 
identification.

The NanoDefine DSFS and the JRC Flowchart share impor
tant principles, namely they are i) cost efficient (the NanoDe
fine DSFS even more so), as they propose a tiered approach 
for the selection of the most adequate analytical route to get to 
an identification according to the EC NM Definition, ii) easy 
to implement as they integrate current practice and readily 

available methods, and iii) flexible as they allow for the inclu
sion of new technologies and can be adapted to amended regu
latory requirements. Both approaches allow the use of the same 
analytical methods. The NanoDefiner Framework is addition
ally implemented in an etool, which is available as free and 
open source software and can be downloaded from a public ser
vice.[26] The etool provides an extensive dossier with detailed 
explanation of every decision step as output.

The difference between the two approaches lies in their 
focus and purpose. The focus of the JRC Flowchart is on 
positive identification of nanomaterials while adhering to the 
explicit criteria provided by the EC NM Definition. The JRC 
Flowchart is possibly better adapted to avoid false negative clas
sification (i.e., classifying nanomaterials falsely as nonnano
materials) and mislabeling in a legal context, where it may be 
less important to capture all borderline cases. Materials that 
are not nanomaterials are identified by exclusion, rather than 
by positive identification. The NanoDefine DSFS is designed 
to first identify materials that are not nanomaterials, and then 
identify nanomaterials. The purpose of the DSFS is in sup
porting industry in regulatory processes, e.g., for screening a 
large portfolio of materials, and quickly separate those that are 
a lesser concern from those that may be a concern. This helps 
to estimate the number of materials that will require more 
scrutiny and, possibly, follow up under specific legislation. For 
industry as well as for regulators (e.g., enforcement laborato
ries) this facilitates budget and resource planning.

Both the NanoDefine DSFS and the JRC Flowchart sup
port the implementation of the EC NM Definition across dif
ferent pieces of legislation, however, as explained above, with 
a different scope. The NanoDefine DSFS is a comprehensive, 
economic strategy to assess materials against the EC NM Defi
nition. It is part of the NanoDefiner Framework, which was 
designed by scientists with expertise in nanomaterial synthesis 
and characterization, in collaboration with industrial stake
holders and regulators. The empirical decision criteria that are 
used in addition to the regulatory criteria for identifying nano
materials according to the EC NM Definition aim at arriving at 
a fast but reliable decision whether the material is not a nano
material or whether it is a nanomaterial. This aspect makes it 
particularly useful for innovators already in the material devel
opment phase to predict classification as nanomaterial or non
nanomaterial and to anticipate regulatory requirements for the 
final product. It supports therefore innovators who consider 
applying the SafebyDesign concept for nanomaterials during 
the development of novel materials and products.[40]
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